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Abstract: Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out to characterize various 

configurations of carbon monoxide (CO) uptake by a single-standing iron-doped (Fe-doped) carbon 

(FC) layer surface. Different starting positions of CO were examined towards Fe of FC layer leading to 

C-Head, O-Head, and P-Head models of interacting CO@FC complex formations. Optimization 

processes and properties evaluations all indicated that the FC layer surface could work as a diagnosis 

sensor in addition to its role of CO uptake for deathful gas removal purposes. All results indicated that 

the C-Head model could be the most suitable configuration for CO uptake by FC layer surface. All other 

two models were also suitable for the purpose. The evaluated infrared (IR) spectra demonstrated 

variations of locations of peaks in the models in agreement with changes of bond distances after CO 

uptake. Molecular orbitals features also indicated that the FC layer models were suitable for CO uptake, 

in which such representations of orbitals distribution patterns approved the effects of the formation of 

interacting CO@FC complexes. Consequently, the dual role of diagnosis sensor and gas removal could 

be proposed for FC layer surface during CO uptake processes to further investigate the important issues 

of this deathful gas. 
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1. Introduction 

The innovation of nanotechnology has raised the attention of researchers on developing 

applications for related nanostructures in various fields, especially those applicable in health 

care systems [1-3]. In this regard, several other types of nanostructures have been introduced 

in addition to the pioneering carbon nanotube (CNT) with differences in shapes and 

compositions [4-6]. Adsorption applications have been seen as important for nanostructures 

because of their proper surface interaction with other substances [7-9]. Several attempts have 

been dedicated to exploring such function for nanostructures in living systems, for example, in 

drug delivery purposes for carrying medicinal compounds up to correct target tissue [10-12]. 

Outside living systems, further applications have still been developed for nanostructures in 

health care systems, such as sensing pollutants and their removal from the environment [13-

15]. Harmful gases are always available in the environment of current industrial cities with 

serious negative impacts on human health quality [16]. It is impossible to get rid of such 
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harmful gases easily; therefore, investigating possible solutions for harmful gases sensing and 

removal has always been an important topic of research, especially nanostructures [17-19]. 

Carbon monoxide (CO) is one of the deathful pollutant gases with several human victims every 

year in addition to its temporarily poisoning [20]. In addition to widely spreading CO from 

industrial exhausts, it is also widely produced in burning hydrocarbons in lack of enough 

oxygen even for hydrocarbon-based heating systems of homes leading to asleep death by CO 

gas ultra-poisoning [21]. Although considerable efforts of researchers have been devoted to 

innovating a facile way of sensing CO gas and removing the environment, the works did not 

reach a final solution at this time, and further works are still required [22-24]. Graphene, which 

is a monolayer type of carbon nanostructure, has been used for such CO gas uptake by earlier 

works [25]. Indeed, the researchers put their effort into optimizing graphene surface for CO 

uptake by modifying metal dopants such as iron (Fe) [26]. They indicated that such an idea of 

CO uptake could be better achievable by employing a Fe-doped graphene surface in contrast 

with a pure surface [27]. The lack of study was indeed various unconsidering configuration of 

adsorbed CO at the surface by emphasizing only one direction of Fe-C=O adsorption [27]. As 

an advantage of computer-based works, details of molecular systems could be very well 

described employing descriptors at molecular and atomic scales [28-32]. Therefore, this work 

was aimed to use such an advantage for describing various configurations of CO gas uptake at 

the surface of a single standing Fe-doped carbon (FC) layer. To this aim, coronene (Figure 1) 

monolayer of sp2 carbon atoms was chosen for mimicking graphene surface on a molecular 

scale [33]. In addition to pure nanostructures, earlier works indicated that atomic doping and 

decorating could provide nanostructures with more proper benefits for specified applications 

[34-36]. Additional of one Fe atom could supply carbon layer surface with more vacant orbitals 

for adsorbing electrons of other substances in interaction processes; therefore, an advantage of 

Fe-doped carbon layer surface could be expected for employing in CO gas uptake.  

 

 
Figure 1. Coronene model. 

Within this work, quantum chemical density functional theory (DFT) calculations were 

performed to obtain optimized structures Fe-doped carbon (FC) layer surface and CO in 

singular and complex models (Figure 2) to achieve the purpose of investigating various 

configurations of CO at the adsorbent surface. Besides optimized models, quantitative and 

qualitative descriptors were evaluated to describe the model systems in detail to see what would 

happen inside such a gas uptake process. All quantitative and qualitative achievements of this 

work were exhibited in Table 1 and Figures 1-4. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

For providing FC layer surface, coronene model (C24H12), as exhibited in Figure 1, was 

obtained from ChemSpider [37], and it was doped by one Fe atom (FeC23H12) to be involved 

in the CO gas uptake process. The model was optimized to achieve the minimized energy 

structure with confirmation by frequency calculations avoiding the existence of any imaginary 

frequencies. Next, various starting configurations of CO molecule at the Fe-doped surface were 

investigated by performing additional optimization processes. Finally, three configurations, 

including C-head, O-head, and P-head (parallel) models, were obtained for CO uptake by FC 

layer surface (Figure 2). Each model was analyzed using obtained descriptors consisting of 

optimized geometries, energy (E), adsorption energy (Eads), energy levels of the highest 

occupied and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO), energy gap (EG), 

Fermi energy (FE), dipole moment (DM), and volume (V) as summarized in Table 1. 

Furthermore, infrared (IR) spectra (Figure 3), HOMO and LUMO distribution patterns, and 

electrostatic potential (ESP) surfaces (Figure 4) were all visualized for the optimized models. 

All calculations were performed at the WB97XD/6-31G* level of DFT using the Gaussian 

program [38]. 

Table 1. Obtained features for the optimized models. 
Feature FC C-Head O-Head P-Head 

E eV -58420.955 -61504.668 -61503.882 -61503.944 

Eads eV n/a -1.371 -0.585 -0.647 

Dads n/a 1.901 2.028 1.979 

HOMO eV -6.739 -6.849 -6.609 -6.974 

LUMO eV -0.708 -0.824 -0.314 -0.929 

EG eV 6.031 6.025 6.295 6.045 

FE eV -3.724 -3.466 -3.462 -3.952 

DM Debye 2.264 1.553 3.527 0.664 

V cm3/mol 218.267 207.678 186.975 228.133 

3. Results and Discussion 

By the importance of harmful gas uptake for diagnosis and removal of hazardous 

substances from the environment, this work was performed to investigate details of CO uptake 

by FC layer surface. The models were optimized first to reach the minimum energy levels. 

Next, details of such systems were discussed by means of evaluated features. As seen by panels 

of Figure 1, three models were finalized for the relaxation of CO gas at the FC layer surface, 

including C-Head, O-Head, and P-Head. Different starting positions of CO at the surface were 

examined to reach these finalized models as the most probable ones of interacting CO@FC 

complex formations. The visual representations of models could show different geometrical 

properties, including different bond distances, especially for those bonds close to the 

interacting region. Atomic dopants could somehow raise features for the doped region, 

especially for interacting purposes with other substances. Therefore, such a region of the model 

of this work could play an important role for gas uptake purposes. CO itself could work as a 

good ligand with lone pairs of electrons at both of C and O atomic sites, in which that of single 

lone pair of C atom could be expected to work better than those two lone pairs of O atom. In 

this regard, comparing the optimized visual representations could show the formation of almost 

a chemical covalent bond between Fe and CO in C-Head and P-Head models but still a non-

covalent interaction for the O-Head model. These results could show the importance of those 

available vacant orbitals of Fe and that lone pair of electrons of C atom of CO for making 
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complexes. Further analyses of bond distances could also show different features for the 

models with more or less strength for such complexes.  
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Figure 2. Different views of optimized models of this work including pure Fe-doped carbon (FC) layer, C-Head 

model with C of CO towards Fe of FC layer, O-Head model with O of CO towards Fe of FC layer, and P-Head 

model with parallel CO with Fe of FC layer. 

Results of Table 1 could reveal that the orders of the strength of CO@FC complexes 

could be defined by obtained values of E as C-Head > P-Head > O-Head models. In this regard, 

released values of Eads also approved such achievement with higher adsorption energy for C-

Head, and lower one for O-Head model. It was indeed very much interesting that variations of 

molecular relaxations at the surface of the FC layer yielded different geometrical stabilities for 
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the same interacting surface and substance but with different interacting geometries. Distances 

of such adsorbing interactions were also different by the orientation of CO configuration 

towards the Fe atoms of the surface with the shortest distance of 1.901 Å for the C-Head model 

and the longest distance of 2.028 Å for the O-Head model. The obtained IR spectra (Figure 2) 

for the optimized models could show the variation of peaks from the original FC layer up to 

each of the CO uptake models by shifting the peaks to different fields in the CO@FC 

complexes. In this case, careful recognition of IR spectra could also approve different 

interaction types among the model systems. These achievements could actually highlight the 

importance of knowledge about details of materials for extending their further developments 

and applications. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. IR spectra for the optimized models. 

The obtained values of energy levels for HOMO and LUMO of the models could show 

the effects of CO uptake by the FC layer surface, in which measuring values of each of EG and 

FE could somehow lead to diagnosis sensor for the existence of deathful CO gas in the 

environment. Further examinations of orbital features could be held by analyzing 
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representations of distribution patterns of HOMO and LUMO and also ESP. The visualized 

result could show significant effects of CO uptake on orbital features of the FC layer yielding 

complexes with new electronic features. Such localization and expansion of orbital features 

could reveal insightful information about the models' interacting parts and shared electrons 

between interacting substances. Although HOMO was distributed almost at the whole surface, 

LUMO was mainly distributed at the Fe-doped region, assigning Fe atoms' important role with 

vacant orbitals to attract electrons of CO substances. Hence, molecular orbital features 

approved that the FC layer could work for CO uptake by means of available LUMO feature of 

Fe-doped region; details of such CO uptake showed different characterizations for CO@FC 

complex formations. To this point, variations of such uptake processes also yielded different 

values for DM and V for each of C-Head, O-Head, and P-Head models. As a consequence, 

several factors for the characterization of such CO uptake process by the FC layer were 

required. 
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Figure 4. HOMO and LUMO distribution patterns and ESP surfaces for the optimized models. 
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4. Conclusions 

This work was performed to characterize various configurations of CO uptake by FC 

layer surface through performing DFT calculations. To approach the purpose of this work, all 

possible starting positions of CO towards Fe of FC layer were examined, reaching three 

finalized models of C-Head, O-Head, and P-Head models. The results indicated different 

stabilities for the models assigning the highest stability for C-Head and the lowest stability for 

the O-Head model. In both of C-Head and P-Head models, the C atom was located towards the 

Fe atom leading to proper interaction with the lone pair of C of CO substance and the vacant 

orbitals of Fe of the FC layer. Further analyses of interacting energies also approved such 

achievements for the model systems. In addition to energies, different distances for those bonds 

especially close to the Fe region were observed for the interacting CO@FC complexes, which 

were confirmed by the evaluated IR spectra. Details of such mechanisms were clarified by 

analyzing molecular orbital features by localizing LUMO of the layer, especially at the Fe atom 

region due to the availability of vacant orbitals. Consequently, such an FC layer surface could 

work as a diagnosis sensor in addition to the role of CO uptake for removal processes. Details 

showed that the FC layer surface could adsorb all configurations of CO but with different 

strengths of such interacting CO@FC complex formations. 
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